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WELCOME ABOARD!
Congratulations! If you have made it this far, then you are now a member of one the
finest fleets the UFP has to offer. Our recruiters are incredibly selective, and they do not
just choose anyone to join the Lucky 7th. This is a testament to your ability to generate
an excellent first impression on 7th Fleet leadership. It is the purpose of this packet to
help you extend that impression, familiarize you with the Fleet, and understand basic
game concepts. First, let’s get the boring stuff out of the way; namely, how to maintain
active duty status within the Fleet. It’s quick and easy. Promise.

Fleet 7 offers an incredible range of opportunities covering every aspect of gameplay,
from PVP, crafting, role‐play both in game and on the forums, PVE Fleet Actions and
Patrols, exploration, endgame content teams... the list is extensive. Feel free to
participate in those activities which interest you the most. You are going to be flying
with some of the best, and the Fleet asks only a few simple things in return:
• One monthly forum login. Please login and review the forums at least once per
month.
• Participate in one of the following two options:


1 Major Fleet Action a month. There are 2 Major Fleet actions every
month, sponsored by the flag staff, held during Friday and Saturday
nights. These are always posted one week ahead in the Fleet Events
section of the Front page/forums.

OR
2 Minor Fleet activities a month. This can be any of our weekly sponsored
events. There are several recurring every week. It can also be an event
you yourself coordinate outside of our standard sponsored events.
Finding someone else to group with and run missions (or any other
activity) would certainly count.
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The point is simple: you joined a fleet because space is lonely. We encourage
socialization and grouping. We ask that you visit the website once a month so you can
know what activities are being planned and decide which, if any, interest you.
These events are also posted under the events tab, in‐game. Please RSVP for each event.
It’s ok to say ‘no’. You don’t have to go to anything, really; but we do sponsor these
events for you guys. If there’s something you want to join, please do so!
Do these things and your membership requirements will be considered to be met. If
real life issues will prevent any of the above, inform your Chain of Command ASAP.

Now that you have a basic understanding of our minimal membership requirements,
there are two other items which are of extreme importance and will help you find your
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place among the fleet: Voice Communications and Fleet Uniforms.
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Voice Communications
The 7th Fleet uses Discord for Voice Communications while playing Star Trek Online.
You should have been sent a private message (PM – click on your name in the upper
right corner and the link will appear) on the forums upon your acceptance to the Fleet
with our Discord information.

For PVP engagements, Voice Comms are incredibly useful. It is highly recommended
you join in, even if you can only listen. Typing while fighting live targets is a recipe for
getting yourself killed. A lot. Therefore, orders during engagement are done through
voice only; and if you arenʹt listening, then you arenʹt coordinated with the team.
While there are several different channels, you are absolutely free to join in any channel
you wish in order to find teammates for assistance in game. Any channel without a
password lock is open to you. For some folks it can be intimidating to hop into a voice
channel with a bunch of strangers, but donʹt be shy. You joined a Fleet to have people to
play with and you are welcome in any voice channel at any time.
It has been our experience that members who actively participate in Voice Comms stay
with the fleet for a longer period, and derive much more enjoyment during their time
with the Fleet. Discord use is highly encouraged.
When creating your log in name for Discord, please use the following format:
(Check below link for proper rank listings – the abbreviations are preferred:)
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http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=9099154&gid=84053
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Fleet Uniform
All members of the 7th fleet reserve 2 costume slots for their Fleet uniform, One for
the Summer uniform and another for the Winter. The uniform is preconfigured for
each class – Tactical, Science and Engineering. And, also, for the Staff positions of
Fleet Captain and Admiral Ranks.
We will often have social gatherings, such as role‐play events or staff meetings, where
use of the Fleet uniform is advised. The single design for the uniform used by all Fleet
members allows the 7th Fleet to really stand out among the crowd when we muster up
in social areas.

You can easily set up your Fleet uniform by visiting any tailor in game. The Fleet has
pre‐loaded the uniform. Once at the tailor, go to create or modify a uniform slot, and
under ‘Advanced’ click on ‘Uniform’. The first drop‐down option should be for ‘Fleet
Uniform’; click on that and eight options should be listed. The ones with an ‘F’ are the
female versions; the rest are male. Choose the one that is appropriate for your
characters division (science, engineering, or tactical). Rank and emblem for your fleet
uniform will not initially be shown. Please choose the rank that matches your Fleet
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rank, and display the Fleet emblem.
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One Small Step…
So now what? You’ve got the proper uniform, you watch the website for events, and
maybe you’ve even levelled a character or two before. But odds are you probably have
a lot of basic questions about your ship. You’re either new to Star Trek Online, in which
case you probably have a lot of questions about your ship, or you’ve been playing for a
while and you’re looking for a way to hone your skills among an established fleet. In
either case, we’ve got you covered. You know how to survive the Fleet’s membership
regulations, so now let’s learn how to survive combat.

It’s the question that’s been around as long as the game has been online. What kind of
energy weapon do I equip, beams or cannons?
First, you need to understand that Cannon weapons include all cannons, as well as
turrets. Tactical Bridge Officer (BOff) skills that affect cannon weapons are Cannon:
Rapid Fire (CRF) and Cannon: Scatter Volley (CSV). Beam weapons include both arrays
and dual banks. BOff skills that affect beam weapons are Beam: Fire at Will (FAW) and

Not all ships can currently equip actual cannons (though all can equip turrets). Some
ships can equip certain cannons, and some can equip any cannon. The important thing
to do is this: pick one, or the other. If you want to use beams, then have all of your
energy weapons be beams. If you are going to use cannons, then use all cannons in the
front and equip turrets into your rear slots.
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Beam: Overload (BO).
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The reason for choosing one exclusively is due to the Tactical BOff skills. Since Tactical
BOff weapon enhancement skills like CRF, CSV, FAW and BO only affect one weapon
type and not the other, if you have a mix of weapon types then using those weapon
enhancement skills is only going to effect a portion of your weapons. You would then
have to slot a second BOff skill to cover the other weapon type (or alternatively not
have a tactical skill for those weapons). Using one weapon type means using one
Tactical BOff skill that will apply to all your weapons when it is active. There are other
reasons why this will come in handy when we look at starship builds, but for now, this
should be reason enough to understand why you should choose one type exclusively.

The next most common question that gets asked around here is what energy type of
beam or cannon weapon should I choose?
In terms of base damage, it doesn’t matter. Disruptors do as much as damage as
phasers, which do as much as damage as polarons, which do as much damage as …
well, everything else. Each energy type, however, has a unique bonus effect or proc;
that is, they have a small chance to do something specific when they hit. In STO, this
chance is usually set to 2.5%. Higher quality weapons also have weapon modifiers that
appear inside brackets after the weapons name.
So other than choosing which proc you like, the weapons are generally the same. The
important thing when looking at these different energy types is basically the same rule
you had for beams or cannons: pick one and use it exclusively. The reasoning is similar
as well, though this time it has do with the tactical consoles on your ship – you know,
the ones that do things like improve your damage by x%?
You can equip multiple copies of the same console and continue to get a boost. So if you
choose to use phasers, for example, you can then fill up all your tactical console slots
bonus to all of your weapons. If you were using different types, you would either be
getting a smaller bonus because you would have to split your consoles, or some of your
weapons would be getting no bonus at all. While you could choose to use +beam
damage or +cannon damage consoles, these consoles offer lower boosts compared to
consoles that are specific to a given energy type.
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with + phaser damage consoles. The bonuses will stack, and you will be getting a large
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Energy Type
Phaser
Disruptor
Plasma
Tetryon
Polaron
Antiproton

Proc (2.5% chance of effect on target upon strike)
Disable 1 Subsystem for 5 seconds
‐10 all damage resistance for 15 seconds
Plasma Fire: plasma damage per sec for 15 sec
Bonus damage to all shields
‐25 all current power levels for 5 sec
No proc. Inherent [CrtD]. See below

The low proc rate makes the consideration of which type to use less substantial. It
should be noted, though, that antiproton weapons have an ingrained weapon modifier
instead of a proc. Weapon modifiers usually appear in brackets after the weapons
name, and are spelled out in detail at the bottom of the weapon’s info panel. [CrtD] is
+20 crit severity; so antiproton weapons inherently do more damaging critical strikes
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rather than have a proc.
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At this point, you may be wondering where torpedoes, or even mines, might fit into
your ship. It is generally recommended that you use all of your tactical console slots on
multiple copies of the same + (energy type) damage consoles. On most any ship build,
the majority of your weapons are energy weapons. So for a beginning player who is
just trying to display competence, getting the biggest boost on the most possible
weapons is key. Foregoing the use of torpedoes altogether is certainly a viable option;
though most of the time having a single torpedo, front or rear, is desirable in order to
take advantage of Tactical BOff weapon enhancement skills like Torpedo: High Yield
(THY) or Torpedo: Spread (TS). Mines have weapon enhancement skills associated with
them as well, but torpedoes are preferable. Torpedoes are directed weapons; whereas
one can lay a minefield and never have it be tripped.
So the question becomes ‘what kind of torpedo do I use?’ Much like energy weapons,

Kinetic Type
Photon
Quantum
Plasma
Transphasic
Chroniton
Tricobalt

Proc
50% chance ‐20 Able crew
10% chance ‐10 Alive crew
Deals Plasma Damage over 10 sec
40% Bonus Shield Penetration
33% chance to reduce Flight Speed and Turn Rate for 10 sec
1 km sphere Disables targets for 1.7‐2.5 sec and +50 Repel
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kinetic weapons like torpedoes and mines have six different types.
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There’s another thing about torpedoes to consider, however. Beyond level 50, many
torpedoes are part of a 3‐piece weapon set. So which torpedo you end up using may
have more to do with what set bonuses you want for your overall build rather than the
damage type of the torpedo itself.
Now that you understand the basics of your ship weaponry, and since the discussion on
torpedoes leads into it, let’s take a look at some very basic ship builds.

There are a lot of things that must be considered for a ship build. First, you have to
actually choose a ship you think you’d want to fly. Of course, there’s weaponry, which
you should have an idea of at this point. Then there are your engines, shields, and
deflector array. Don’t forget all of your console slots. Next is your BOff layout, which
is really what makes one build distinct from other builds. Your Duty Officers also can
play a very important role, and of course your captain’s skill choices, specialization
options, and traits come into play, sometimes in big ways. It’s a lot to consider.

This is the most basic build, and you may have been using a form of it already without
realizing it. It doesn’t require any special equipment or officers. The idea is simple –
you take the skills you want to base your setup around, and duplicate them. So if you
want skills like Engineering Team (ET) and a couple of different Emergency Power to
[subsystem] (EPtx) skills. Since a typical end‐game cruiser will have at least two chairs
for Engineering BOffs, you can duplicate the important skills. That way they are
available for use more frequently. Any global cooldown on a skill is typically less than
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are an Engineer, and you want fly a cruiser that can take a lot of punishment, you will
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the cooldown for utilization, so the duplicate skill will be available before the cooldown
on the first skill is gone. Skills like EPtx skills have lasting effects, and being able to
rotate between a pair of them allows for a maximization of ‘uptime’.
Exactly how you want to setup your skills is dependent on your goal as captain, but
here are some basic examples for the three different starship types:
 Tactical (Escorts)
 Commander Tactical Chair
 Tactical Team (TT) I
 Attack Pattern Beta (APB) I
 FAW III
 APB III
 Lieutenant Tactical Chair
 TT I
 FAW I

 Science (Science Vessels)
 Commander Science Chair

 Engineer (Cruisers)
 Commander Engineer Chair


ET I



EPtS II



ET III



Reverse Shield Polarity (RSP) III

 Lieutenant Engineer Chair

 Science Team (ST) I



EPtS I

 Transfer Shield Strength (TSS) II



Aux to Structural (A2S) I

 Hazard Emitters (HE) III
 Gravity Well (GW) III
 Lieutenant Science Chair
 TSS I
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 HE II
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As you can see, each build is centered on choosing a couple of important BOff skills,
and duplicating them. The build can be improved in a lot of ways, but this should give
you a good idea of how to setup a basic BOff layout for any ship you fly. For
simplicity’s sake, only the skills that can be duplicated are shown. There are three types
of ships in the game, and after level 50, any ship you choose will have one of those three
combinations of BOff chairs to a varying degree.

Before we can move on with build concepts, it is important that you understand the
basics of how the power levels of your ship function.

This should be a familiar display. It is your ship’s subsystems power levels. In the
main section are four distinct icons of different color representing your subsystems:
weapons, shields, engines, and auxiliary. After these icons are two numbers; the first is
the subsystem’s actual power level, and the second is the power level setting. The first
number can and will fluctuate depending on your own actions or the actions of the
enemy. The second number is the minimum power, without considering bonuses,
which that subsystem will try to maintain.
In simplest terms, the more power a subsystem has, the better it will perform. The
their regeneration rate. Power to engines makes you go faster. A power level setting of
50 is considered to give 100% power to a subsystem. So a subsystem at a full power
setting of 100 will be performing at 200%, essentially doubling your damage, shield
regen, etc.
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power you put into weapons will increase your damage. Power into shields increases
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Auxiliary power is kind of a wild card subsystem that generally relates to science skills
like Gravity Well (GW). It also affects your perception and stealth values. Lastly,
auxiliary power is related to engineering skills like Auxiliary Power to the Emergency
Battery (A2B), which will be important when looking at the next build, commonly called
a Technician build.

The purpose of the Duplication build is to optimize the uptime of your BOff skills, but it
is only the simplest way to skin the cat, so to speak. The Technician build accomplishes
the same goal, but in a different manner. A Technician is a Duty Officer (DOff) that,
when assigned to the Active Space Duty Roster, will reduce the cooldown of all BOff
abilities any time that A2B is used. You can assign up to three Technicians to Active
Duty to maximize this bonus. The build will work with Uncommon or better
Technicians, however, it is possible through gameplay to earn very rare quality
Technicians as rewards.
In addition to acquiring three Technicians, you will need to be flying a ship capable of
seating at least two Lieutenant or better Engineering BOffs. The idea is that you will
want to have to two copies of A2B which you can cycle between, keeping a relatively
your other BOff skill’s cooldowns to a point where it is only necessary to have one copy
of any other skill. It is a fairly powerful build that is relatively cheap to put together, so
it is recommended as one of your early endgame goals.
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constant flow of power to your non‐aux subsystems as well as consistently lowering
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There are two places where you can get rare or very rare quality Technicians (as well as
a variety of other outstanding DOffs). The first is through the DOff system itself. Every
time you level a DOff discipline like Exploration or Military, you are given a token to
use at Starfleet Academy that you can trade in for a free DOff. Tuziar, shown above, is a
potential reward for completing tier 4 Engineering. At Tier 3 Engineering, there is rare
quality Technician available named Ilthar Muzaan. Tier 1 and Tier 2 Espionage both
have an uncommon Technician among their candidates. Go speak with Lieutenant Ferra
at Starfleet Academy to access your candidate pools.
The rewards from Lt. Ferra can only be obtained once, which is to say, you can only have
one copy of Tulziar on your roster. You can acquire multiple copies of Ten of Ten (also
shown above). To do this, you will need to make several trips to the Gamma Orionis
Sector Block. Specifically, you will fly to the B’Tran Cluster and access the special DOff
assignments associated with it. B’Tran is what is called an exploration cluster; there are
fourteen such clusters in the game. Each exploration cluster has its own unique set of
available DOff assignments that are different from those seen in normal sector space.
There is a chain of seven special Colonial assignments that ultimately reward you with a
rare quality DOff as well as access to a new assignment called ‘Support [cluster]
Colonization Efforts.’ Getting a critical success on that assignment will award you a very
rare version of the DOff you were given for completing the seven part chain. The B’Tran
Cluster rewards Technicians. By completing the chain and then frequenting the cluster
in order to run the Support assignment, you can eventually get three very rare
Technicians without having to spend dilithium or energy credits.
A BOff layout for a Technician build might look something like this:
ET I
EPTE I
TT I
FAW I
ST I

A2B I
A2B I
APD I
APB I
HE II

EPTS III

RSP III

TS III
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Cmdr Engineer
LT Engineer
LTCmdr Tactical
LT Tactical
LT Science
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You should develop all of your Reputations as quickly as possible, but your Task Force
Omega reputation should be your initial priority. Advancing through Task Force
Omega unlocks three different ground and five different space sets including a 3‐piece
space weapon set, all of which are generally reliable against most targets. The two‐piece
bonus of the space weapon set is a good all‐around set bonus, and each of the three
pieces is outstanding in and of itself. With a low dilithium and mark cost, this set
should be your first space set. The Omega Adapted Borg Technology set includes the
Assimilated Module, the Kinetic cutting Beam, and the Omega Plasma Torpedo
Launcher.
From there, you have a choice of four different Deflector, Impulse Engine and Shield
Sets. Each has a unique visual and its own unique set bonuses and strengths, so which
one you pick is somewhat dependent on your playstyle and personal taste. The
Assimilated Borg Technology, Omega Force, M.A.C.O, and Adapted M.A.C.O sets are all
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good, reliable equipment that you really can’t go wrong investing in.
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Some other pieces of reputation gear that work well on their own and are worth getting
as soon as possible include:


Console ‐ Zero Point Energy Conduit. New Romulus, tier I unlock



Console – Nukara Particle Converter. Nukara Strikeforce, tier I unlock



Console – Bio‐Neural Gel Pack. Delta Alliance, tier I unlock



Neutronic Torpedo ‐ Delta Alliance, tier 2 unlock

Ultimately, choosing between any of the three‐piece Deflector, Impulse Engine and
Shield Sets or even the four‐piece Deflector, Impulse Engine, Shield and Warp Core Sets
is a matter of some personal taste. There is no ‘best’ set. There are sets that are good at
different things, however. Choosing a set depends on how you like to fly.
As far as space weapons are concerned, you would do well to invest in some Advanced
Fleet Space Weapons. These are available at the Fleet Starbase for 10,000 Fleet Marks
and 8,500 dilithium apiece. They are of ultra‐rare quality and are available in all
energy types for both beams and cannons. Consider picking up an Advanced Fleet
Photon or Quantum Torpedo Launcher as well. These weapons will serve you well on
any ship.
From there, you can find Fleet Science Consoles at the Fleet Embassy, fleet Tactical
Consoles at the Fleet Spire, and Fleet Engineering Consoles at the Fleet Dilithium Mine
to fill any gaps in your ships console setup.
Getting all of these things together and working correctly can take a little bit of time,
but that’s ok. This will give you a chance to familiarize yourself with your starship and
all of the new equipment you are earning. By now, hopefully you are happy enough
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with your ship to register its name with the Fleet.
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Be sure to visit the following link to have your primary shipʹs name added to the
registry to help the Fleet maintain a good database of who captains what ship. This
ship is considered your role‐play ship on the forums. You are, of course, free to fly
whatever ship you choose at Fleet events.
http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=11001974&gid=84053
Last but not least, feel free to take advantage of some of the unique offerings of Fleet 7.
After you have been in the Fleet for a while, upon your request, our Fleet Artists will
design a Ship Patch for you: (currently on hold as of Sept 2017 – you can place the
request, but more training is needed by the current Fleet Artists before resuming the
creating of the patches)
http://www.fleet7.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=4281167&gid=84053
These patches are then added to your own personal store and you are able to purchase any
number of different items with your shipʹs patch on it:
http://www.cafepress.com/fleet7
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Be advised that as a general rule, we will only make one ship patch per person; so make sure your
request is for your intended end game vessel.

